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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Web - EIM version 8.0.8.1 

 GÅNY-9GBB9A - The Signer displayed in the column Signer in the Accounts Payable Analysis procedure 
hadn’t signed the invoice, now is the first Signer displayed in this column. If the invoice is automatically 
Final coded because of fully match against the order, the order’s reference will be displayed in the column, 
if this reference is an EIM signer. In other cases it’s the Company’s Head signer that will be displayed. 

 GÅNY-9PXBHF - A Signer was displayed in the Signer column in the Print Not Final Coded / Blocked 
Invoices procedure when the invoice had status Authorization list missing. Now the Signer column is 
empty when the invoice has status Authorization list missing. 

 MSVD-9TGEGU - News: A new export format of the Supplier register to the Invoice reading service suppler 
OptoSweden. To use this new export format, you have to change DataExportFormat to OPTOSWEDEN in 
the export config file. 

 MSVD-9TZKR7 - News: Now there is a version control between the version of the Web - EIM services and 
the version of MONITOR. If the versions do not match, a warning will be displayed. The services cannot be 
started if the versions differ. 

 GÅNY-9U2TLE - News: Now it’s possible to delete documents or delivery notes linked to an invoice. 

 GÅNY-9U5HG8 - News: A new Setting in the Web – EIM is added to minimize the risk to import an invoice 
with a great difference between the Exchange rate on the invoice and in MONITOR. The Setting is no. 29 
where you can enter an acceptable difference. If 0,00 is entered in the field, no control will be made. 

 GÅNY-9UVG8J - In the new file format that is exported from OptoSweden, the price per unit is calculated 
differently than in the previous file format. Web – EIM is adjusted to this changed calculation method. 

 GÅNY-9VR9M4 - Adaptation 5 for Finland regarding the field Reference number is managed on supplier 
invoices from Web – EIM. 

 GÅNY-9VRCJA - If adaptation no f for Finland is used, information about bank account and SWIFT/BIC for 
payment method FB (Invoice payment service) in Web – EIM. The information is taken from the 
information under the International payment button in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 GÅNY-9WBFW7 - If you used Preliminary coding, the Preliminary coding date could be empty if you 
changed status to a previous status on the invoice. This could occur if the Preliminary coding ledger wasn’t 
reset when you changed status on the invoice. 


